
Sophie Arango Nebeker 

I am an interdisciplinary ar8st who is curious about the structure and forma8on of pa<erns embedded in natural 

forms, such as the branching pa<erns of arborescence as seen in corals, trees, or river deltas. I create sculptures as 

medita8ons on shape and form, and inves8gate the func8onal inten8ons of the organic system from a biological 

perspec8ve. 

I use cast bronze to mimic these expanding pa<erns, to hold onto their intricate and ephemeral structures. I want to 

share the physical weight of the thing in hopes that the viewer will look closer at the details to create a new 

rela8onship with the phenomena.  

Recently I inves8gated coral morphology to reinterpret human connec8on to our oceans. I u8lized 3D printers and 

high magnifica8on microscopes to collect pa<erns and shapes, ul8mately to create sculptural objects to be held in 

the palm of a hand. Through this mul8-modal approach, I share the wonder and beauty intrinsic to natural systems.  



Where did this start 
When does it end?

(2018)

Cast Bronze

7”x7”x5”
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When does it end?
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Cast Bronze 

Photograph by Troy 
Small



Where did this start 
When does it end?

(2018)

Cast Bronze

1’5”x1’5”x3”

 



Generations

(2018)

PLA filament, 
Handsanitzier

7”x7”x7”



Lives of Leaves Left

(2019)

Paper Collage on 
panel

4’x6’



All Caught Up

(2019)

Cast Bronze

7”x7”x7”



Coral Being

(2019)

Cast Bronze

5”x4”x3”



Boas of the Bahamas

(2019)

Watercolor and Digital
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Figures commissioned by Dr. Denise Montell

(2019, 2020)

Digital



Lichen

(2020)

Photograph



Coral 3D Model

(2020)

Viewed in the 
Allosphere



Acropora

(2020)

B&W Print 

5’4”x4’ 



Expansive 
Landscape

(2020)

B&W Print

4’x6’

Crystal Cavern

(2020)

Color Print

2’x3’



Take a Seat

(2020)

3D print

3”x3”x3”


